THIS WORKPLACE ISSUE

COULD RUIN
YOUR CAREER…

OF WORKERS ARE
STRESSED
We can help you…
✓ Reduce Stress & Anxiety
✓ Boost Memory, Focus & Clarity
✓ Increase Energy & Lose Weight
“One in four workers have been ‘driven to tears’ due to
workplace stress.”—Forbes: Korn Ferry research study

Leading research firm, Korn Ferry, discovered
something shocking: 80% of working adults are
afflicted by stress on the job and half want help.
One in four have been “driven to tears” by stress
and it’s costing U.S. employers $450 billion per
year for healthcare, recruiting, and productivity
loss. Unfortunately, only 16% of firms have
programs or solutions to deal with it, and most
workplace wellness programs are only “band
aids” that offer minimal or temporary relief.
Leading neuroscientists, including Dr. German
Fresco—the author of Train Your Brain For
Success—note that yoga and yogurt alone are
no longer sufficient in dealing with high stress.
“Life and work stress can unbalance your brain,”
said Fresco. “It can increase norepinephrine and
cortisol, which lower oxytocin, serotonin, and
dopamine. Only the right supplements will help
regain your proper balance.”

Fresco also notes that everyone’s brain is uniquely structured.
“Neurotransmitter setpoints are different for every brain,” said
Fresco. “That’s why most one-size-fits-all nootropics can actually
do more harm than good.”
Nootropics are “brain boost” supplements that can offer
tremendous benefits while lowering stress, but most include
ingredients that can cause harmful side effects—which is why
many have 35% to 50% negative reviews.
LEADER86™ supplements offer SAFE ingredients that can help
reduce stress and anxiety while boosting memory, focus and
clarity without causing adverse side effects. They can help
balance your brain, increase energy, and reduce your weight.
Ingredients include Gingko, Bacopa, St. John’s Wart, Huperzine A
and Phosphatidylserine—many of which have been clinically
tested with results posted on the NIH PubMed.gov site.
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CLICK HERE to learn more about LEADER86 today. ✓
Maintaining your “leader’s edge” and empowering workplace
wellness requires energy, focus, mental clarity, and unfailing
memory. You can’t afford to risk below-par performance, peer
or subordinate disapproval, or your career. Our neuroscientific
formulas are based on a decade of research, but if you’re not
happy with the results, we offer a 100% money back guarantee
if you contact us within 30 days of purchase.

SAFE nootropic brain boost supplements
Memory, focus, clarity, energy formula
Designed to lower stress & anxiety
Neuroscience-based SAFE ingredients
Helps balance brain neurotransmitters
Can help with weight loss & Keto diets
Veteran-owned business, 100% MBG
Proceeds help veterans & families

